PLP1 and GPM6B intragenic copy number analysis by MAPH in 262 patients with hypomyelinating leukodystrophies: Identification of one partial triplication and two partial deletions of PLP1.
The proteolipid protein 1 (PLP1) gene is known to be mutated in the X-linked disorders of myelin formation Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease (PMD) and spastic paraplegia type 2. The most commonly found PLP1 mutations are gene duplications (60-70%) and point mutations (20%). About 20% of patients with a PMD phenotype do not present identified PLP1 mutation, thus suggesting genetic heterogeneity and/or undetected PLP1 abnormalities. Except the recently described MLPA screening the seven exonic regions, the currently used techniques to quantify PLP1 gene copy number do not investigate small intragenic PLP1 rearrangements. Using the multiplex amplifiable probe hybridization (MAPH) technique, we looked simultaneously for intragenic rearrangements along the PLP1 gene (exonic and regulatory regions) and for rearrangements in the GPM6B candidate gene (a member of the proteolipid protein family). We tested 262 hypomyelinating patients: 56 PLP1 duplicated patients, 1 PLP1 triplicated patient, and 205 patients presenting a leukodystrophy of undetermined origin with brain MRI suggesting a defect in myelin formation. Our results show that MAPH is an alternative reliable technique for diagnosis of PLP1 gene copy number. It allows us (1) to demonstrate that all PLP1 duplications previously found encompass the whole gene, (2) to establish that copy number changes in GPM6B and intragenic duplications of PLP1 are very unlikely to be involved in the etiology of UHL, and (3) to identify one partial triplication and two partial deletions of PLP1 in patients presenting with a PMD phenotype.